Field Mobility 2014
From The Editor

My Take On
Field Mobility In 2014

F

or this annual report, we conducted a
survey of our audience to see what technologies are currently in use, what are on
the roadmap for the near future, which
features/functionality you feel are most important
in some of the main field mobility categories, and
what your take is on the current field mobility
trends. This year, we had more
than 700 of you take our
survey (Big thanks to those
who participated!) and here
we share the results. We’ve
also incorporated some realworld anecdotes and advice
compafrom your peers from compa
nies that are currently using
these various technologies
and reaping the benefits.
(Look for their insight in the
Sarah Nicastro
boxes at the bottom of each
publisher/editor in chief,
page — many of these com
comField Technologies
panies
have
been
featured
in
fieldtechnologiesonline.com
Field Technologies
Technologies, so if you
want to read their full story
comyou can search them by com
pany name at www.FieldTechnologiesOnline.com.)
Before we dive into all of this great information,
though, let me give you my take on the landscape
for field mobility in 2014 based on the conversations I’m having with folks like you.
Mobile Mania Ensues
Believe it or not, not all companies are leveraging
the tools we’re talking about in this report — particularly mobility. Some have a level of automation
(such as optimized scheduling) but just haven’t
added a mobile component yet. Others are still
straight-up pen and paper. Here’s the good news
for those of you not yet using mobile — it’s more
sophisticated and affordable than ever before. And
2014 is the year many of you are planning to make
that leap. Great timing — here’s why. From the
hardware side, you have a wide variety of options
— no matter your price point. From a software
perspective, there is a multitude of applications
on the market. Whether you need a simple, checkbox based application for real-time visibility and
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updates or an advanced work order management
system, it exists. And if IT resources are slim, or you
just don’t want to take on the management of such
a solution, cloud-based options are available and
more popular than ever before.
Automation Goes A Step Further
Turning a paper-based process electronic is one
thing, and it can be a great step if you haven’t taken
it already. But many companies have — and for
those companies, the opportunity is ripe to further
automate and optimize field workers, assets, and
service. A company can, for instance, look to tie
GPS data into its mobile solution so that instead
of a field technician needing to check a box that
says “I’ve arrived on-site,” the updates will be done
automatically. Or, what about incorporating a techto-tech social collaboration component? Instead of
a tech leaving a job without completing the work
because he was stuck with an issue he wasn’t sure
how to fix, he can quickly and easily communicate
with a network of expertise to get help in real-time.
Those are just a couple of examples, but the point
is, if you’ve already automated, today’s technologies provide the ability to automate much more.
The Benefits Of Field Technologies Expand
Leading companies are using the field technologies
they’ve deployed, perhaps originally to gain efficiency, to gain far more advantages. For example, how
can you tie your service processes in with sales to
capitalize on — and even create — revenue opportunities? Or, how can you shift your organization from
a reactive service model to a predictive one? In 2014,
companies will continue to look for ways to wring
more value from the technologies they’re using, and
you can do the same. Need some ideas? Take a look
at the stories and data shared in this report — hopefully they spark some fruitful initiatives.
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Field Mobility: The Mobile Workforce
Productivity, Customer Service Multiplier

W

ith today’s mobile workforce exceeding
one billion, the need for mobile solutions
that enable real-time decision making and
access to critical enterprise applications
and databases is as acute as ever. Forward-looking organizations are turning this into a competitive advantage
by leveraging advances in mobile technologies to drive
operational efficiencies and achieve more intimate and
engaging customer interactions. From field service and
sales to delivery and distribution, these business-critical
processes are often tied to the ability to access and act on
real-time data using mobile solutions by remote mobile
workers. Selecting the most appropriate mobile solution
is challenging amid the rapid pace of change and innovation. And with the performance of these line-of-business
workflows closely tied to the reliability and robustness of
the mobile solutions supporting them, ensuring stability
and sustainability is of utmost importance.
Today’s customer is demanding. When it comes to service, their expectations are uncompromising with heightened levels of responsiveness and customer intimacy
required. Beyond equipping field workers with more
sophisticated mobile solutions, manufacturers from GE
to GM are embedding an array of remote-sensing solutions within their products to enable even greater understanding of asset performance, while providing remote
monitoring and support capabilities that do not require
on-site visits from technicians. One trend among field
service operations is clear: Field service organizations
are putting a greater emphasis on improving customer
satisfaction. The increases in workforce utilization and
first-time fix that mobility provides are helping companies achieve these goals.
Field Mobile Device Requirements:
Know Your Field Workers’ Environment
For field workers especially, the need for stable and
reliable solutions that are designed with their needs in
mind is critical. Assuming their requirements are equal to
those of other mobile workers and can be satisfied with
a “standardized” solution is a critical misconception that
leads to the misapplication of technology. Therefore, one
of the most important aspects when considering field
mobility is the environment in which the mobile devices
will be used. At the same time, mobile application design
and performance are increasingly being driven by experiences with personal consumer mobile devices.
According to a recent survey we conducted among
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organizations supporting field line-of-business solutions,
the environmental considerations you must evaluate
span extreme temperature exposure, use of device with
gloved hands or in wet conditions, and use of device
in direct sunlight. Consider
the following:
Temperature exposure.
Most consumer mobile
devices have an operating
temperature range of 32º
to 95ºF (and a nonoperating range of -4ºF to 113ºF).
Exceeding these temperature ranges will cause a
David Krebs
device to shut down or
VP of mobile and wireless,
cause substantial damage.
VDC Research
For workers in hot cliwww.vdcresearch.com
mates, the temperature in a
parked vehicle can quickly
exceed those ranges, effectively making these devices inoperable and creating
significant disruption to workflows.
Direct sunlight exposure. This is one of the most
common issues for field workers. Many field workers
need to use their mobile devices in direct sunlight or
ambient light conditions. Most consumer devices are
ill-equipped to support this, as their capacitive touch displays are easily washed out. Although consumer devices
are operable in these conditions, the user experience is
substantially compromised.
Use of device in wet conditions and with gloved
hands. Using touch display with gloved hands or in wet
or humid conditions is uneven at best with many consumer devices. According to our research, these factors
impact approximately one in three organizations supporting field mobile applications.
The success of many field workers is closely tied to
operational metrics such as “number of jobs completed”
and “workforce utilitization” and, increasingly, more
customer-centric metrics such as “SLA compliance” or
“customer satisfaction and retention.” Disruption of field
processes can and does have significant consequences, with poorly performing field workers frequently
described as an organization’s weakest link.
With growing expectations and demands for field workers’ performance to achieve their “full potential,” mobile
technologies are increasingly integrated into workflows.
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VDC’s research shows workforce productivity benefits in
excess of 40 percent and customer satisfaction improvements averaging 30 percent as a result of the adoption of
well-designed mobile solutions.
However, failure of mobile devices in the field can have
the opposite effect. According to VDC, the consequence
of a mobile device’s failure can result in an average loss of
productivity of 128 minutes. This translates into not only
significant increase of solution cost of ownership but can
also erode customer satisfaction and loyalty.

ruggedized device (handheld, tablet, notebook) running
some flavor of Windows. The options available today have
changed substantially with Android- and iOS-powered
smartphones and tablets. Fundamentally, organizations
want the best of both worlds: the ease of use and look
and feel of a consumer device, coupled with the robustness and stability of an enterprise solution. Here are some
critical considerations for mobile device selection:
Protective cases help but do not address the full
spectrum of device durability issues. While protective
cases do decrease failure caused by dropping, the device
Mobile Device Requirements:
remains vulnerable to other issues such as exposure to
Balancing Consumer Look/Feel,
extreme temperatures, dust, and vibration. In addition,
Enterprise Support
the display is still vulnerable when dropped directly onto
The recent mobile technology advances we have wit- the corner of a hard surface.
nessed are staggering, and many were innovations first
Application ease-of-use is essential. Too many entermade on consumer devices. As a result, the desire to prise mobility solutions have failed as a result of poorly
leverage sophisticated consumer devices in the enterprise designed applications. Application scope creep is a chalis very real. Moreover, trends like BYOD have radically lenge, especially with smaller devices that have limited
changed how mobile devices enter the enterprise and displays. Application design requires input from actual
how they are supported. However, there is a distinct end users to be most effective.
difference between BYOD-driven mobility initiatives and
Battery performance and management is a concern.
those aligned with business-critical workflows, such as Greater than full-shift battery performance is a critical
field service. Our research confirms that BYOD policies requirement for enterprise use cases. According to VDC’s
are increasingly pervasive — 35 percent of organizations research, more than seven in ten smartphone users frecurrently support a formal BYOD program; another quently or occasionally experience batteries not lasting
35 percent are planning to introduce a BYOD program an entire shift. For devices that do not provide access to
over the next two years. However, BYOD is typically the battery, this often translates into the need to purchase
viewed as a means to enhance employee collaboration additional backup devices.
and communication, with most organizations not looking
Lifecycle management and sustainable applicato deploy sophisticated linetion development are
of-business or operational
key enterprise needs.
Environments Or Scenarios
applications on employeeWhile enterprises want to
Most Common To Field Workers take advantage of the rapid
owned mobile devices.
Rather, in scenarios where
pace of mobile and wiredirect sunlight
the mobile device is central
less innovation and do not
to supporting the enterprise
want to get “locked” into a
wet conditions (rain)
workflow and the applicamobile platform, the rapid
tions are tightly integrated
upgrade cycle of consumer
gloved hands
with backend systems —
technology cannot be realsuch as among field service
istically supported for more
extreme temperatures
workers in manufacturing
sophisticated
enterprise
or delivery personnel in
mobility solutions. A reguextreme vibration
wholesale distribution and
lar cadence to upgrades and
logistics — there’s a critithe assurance of longer supnone of the above
cal need for a more cenport scenarios are a critical
tralized approach to mobile
enterprise requirement and
technology deployment that
a key limitation of consumer
0%
100%
addresses both the needs of
devices.
the ultimate end user and
Evaluate your need for
the IT support organization. While line-of-business deci- enterprise-grade data capture. For many field mobile
sion makers lead many of these initiatives, IT organiza- applications and workflows, the ability to capture data
tions must approve and manage the mobile solutions.
efficiently and seamlessly is important. This often transNevertheless, consumer mobile devices are leading lates into the need for a solution with an enterprise-grade
the discussion when it comes to performance and user image capture/bar code reader. While third-party accesexperience expectations. Conversely, for field workers, sories that support industrial data capture and can be
the de facto mobile device standard has long been a coupled with consumer devices exist, enterprises prefer
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an integrated solution. Avoiding the accessory cost and ers said that their mobile enterprise applications occamanagement complexities is considered a key benefit.
sionally or frequently support large datasets, making this
Consider the mobile OS mix, and remember the a critical capability. Another requirement and potential
potential for fragmentation
development challenge lies in
is more acute with conField Mobile Solution Benefits the integration with multiple
sumer devices. Windows OS
backend datasets or applihigher asset performance
has been the dominant platcations. Complexities and
form for ruggedized devices.
challenges scale rapidly with
fast response to schedule changes
Conversely, on consumer
the number of backend datadevices, OSs with modern
bases with which the appliimproved employee satisfaction
and intuitive interfaces are
cation interfaces. According
improved safety and compliance
pervasive. The clear trend in
to our research, almost eight
the market is towards a multiin ten developers indicated
increased customer service and loyalty
OS environment. However,
that their applications are
enterprises are risk averse
tied to two or more backend
increased profitability
and are looking to mitigate
datasets.
OS platform risk wherever
Offline support. According
faster decision making
possible. This means sustainto our research, 89 percent
better worker communication & collaboration
ability and lifecycle support
of developers identified offline
when it comes to application
support as a critical requirereduced operational costs
development and design,
ment. A synchronization strateseamless back-office integragy that incorporates incremenimproved worker productivity
tion capabilities, and the use
tal synchronization absolutely
of nonproprietary open tools
needs to be part of any enter0%
100%
in a highly scalable and reliprise mobile development
able framework.
initiative, especially for line-ofSupport of unique enterprise functionality for business mobile applications. Developers identified “supspecialized workflows. From DEX requirements porting offline capabilities” as the third most critical backin DSD applications to serial port interfaces in end development challenge. You must plan for robustness
asset management applications, I/O configurations against limited connectivity and low bandwidth scenarios.
for many enterprise applications can be far from
Mobilizing existing business systems and processcommon. One of the strong benefits of specialized es. Many mobile enterprise applications being developed
enterprise mobile devices is their design flexibility to lack any real connection to existing business processes
support unique interface requirements.
and, thus, have limited value. Most enterprise applications are not mobile-enabled, and very few provide reliMobile Development: Creating Sustainable
able APIs (application program interfaces) or services to
Applications For Field Workers
build new mobile user interfaces.
In addition to the challenges of selecting the appropriate
Code reuse. To address time to market and cost of
device for field applications, mobile application develop- development pressures, developers are looking to reuse
ment challenges are equally extensive. From develop- existing code whenever possible. However, enterprise
ment economics and platform fragmentation to access to mobile applications tend to have stricter demands than
capable mobile software developers, enterprises are keen consumer apps. Opportunities exist to reuse code for
for solutions that enable efficient and agile development. common tasks; however, customization is still required
Among the most prominent challenges are:
to meet specific application needs. Another challenge
Fragmentation of mobile development strategy preventing code reuse is the accelerating pace of change
and technology. This spans both mobile application among mobile platforms.
development and mobile OS platform fragmentation.
Enterprises are building multiple mobile apps with Field Mobility Investment Considerations
partial strategies at best. Furthermore, constant mobile Although the value of well-designed field mobility soluplatform change adds further friction. There is no silver tions is well-documented, it represents a substantial
bullet when it comes to mobile application develop- investment. Especially in today’s budget-constrained enviment. The options available — native, hybrid, or HTML5 ronment, the focus on cost containment is heightened.
— are all viable in given scenarios. Mobile developers Clearly understanding and evaluating all factors that influwant flexibility and openness in choices and see value in ence the success of a deployment, from environmental
approaches that optimize time to value.
and technical factors to ease of use, intuitiveness, and
Management of large datasets and integration with sustainability of application design, will lead to a more
multiple backend datasets. Almost nine in ten develop- successful investment and contribute to a higher ROI. l
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Handhelds/Smartphones

According to our survey respondents, the #1 benefit
of the handheld/smartphone form factor is its portability. The form factor is truly mobile — it can be carried
by field workers wherever they go. We’ve seen companies with basic needs have success mobilizing their
field force with smartphones, while companies with
more involved line-of-business applications in the field
often require the characteristics of a handheld. You’ll
see examples below of each scenario.

What type of mobile device is
your workforce’s primary form of
communication in the field?

The overarching message our survey delivered on this
category is that handhelds and smartphones remain a
very popular device choice. Forty-nine percent of the
respondents are currently using the form factor, and
at their next refresh 75 percent of survey participants
said they will consider sticking with a handheld or
smartphone. Forty percent plan to consider the tablet form factor, while only 12 percent will look into
laptops (companies can select multiple device types).

Trend To Watch: BYOD
While BYOD strategies are a buzz-worthy
topic, the majority of our audience isn’t
interested — at least for now. Only 34
percent of our audience has implemented
a BYOD strategy, and 65 percent say they
won’t even consider it. Why? The top two
concerns are security (63 percent) and
strain on IT (45 percent).

handhelds/
smartphones

49%

Need For Durability, Bar Coding
Leads To Handheld

Field Techs Wanted
Smartphones; We Delivered

We chose a handheld because we needed a device
that was small enough for the employee to carry on
his belt but large enough to perform all the functions
we require. The #1 criterion in our handheld selection was ruggedness. Our employees are out in all
types of weather — Fargo, ND in the winter to Arizona
in the summer — and are getting in and out of trucks
equipped with diamond-plated floors. We sought a
device that is sealed to keep the moisture out and
rugged enough to take a few falls. Also, everything we
do requires barcode scans. We average about 18 – 22
scans per stop, with 60 – 70 stops per day. A
device that has the battery life to handle
that use was crucial, as well as a hot
swap battery so if needed it can be
refreshed.

We conducted voice of the customer sessions for our latest
refresh, and the overwhelming feedback from our technicians
was that they wanted smartphones. We’ve learned from past
mistakes, so we engaged our frontline workforce early and
kept them involved in the design, building, and testing of the
project. As a result, acceptance and adoption are much higher
than we’ve experienced with previous deployments.
When our techs told us they wanted the iPhone,
we weren’t without concerns about breakage.
From an enterprise standpoint, we had budgeted
a 15 percent breakage rate for our business users
and a 25 percent breakage rate for our technicians.
We’ve been pleased to find our breakage
rate — with the use of rugged cases — is
running less than 7 percent across the
enterprise.

Donna Becraft, CIO,
Dunbar Armored
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Buddy Saucier, VP of truck-based
operations, Johnson Controls
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Tablets continue to be a popular topic — and device to
deploy. While only 15 percent of respondents are currently
using tablets, 83 percent plan to stick with tablets at their
next refresh. Companies currently using another form factor
show a strong interest in tablets at their next refresh, too
— 40 percent of companies currently using handhelds or
smartphones plan to consider tablets at their next refresh,
as will 55 percent of the companies currently using laptops.

What type of mobile device is
your workforce’s primary form
of communication in the field?

15%

tablets

Tablets

In fact, 53 percent of our survey respondents say they think
that eventually the tablet form factor will replace laptops in
field mobility use cases.
While that’s a bit drastic, the popularity of tablets
doesn’t seem to be diminishing. Companies using
tablets said they picked them based on the portability
and versatility of the form factor, as well as their
popularity among field technicians.

Trend To Watch: The OS Debate
There’s a lot of volatility in the OS
landscape. Here’s what our survey
tells us companies are using now:
Windows — 4%, Android — 21%, iOS
— 25%, BlackBerry — 5%, Other — 5%.
Here’s what they’re considering for future
use: Windows — 55%, Android — 45%,
iOS — 39%, BlackBerry — 5%, Other — 7%.
#1 impetus for OS change? Flexibility.
#1 concern with OS change? Software migration.

Rugged Tablets Deemed
Necessary By 80% Failure Rate

During our tablet selection, meshing durability with
cost effectiveness appeared at first to be the biggest
challenge. Then we learned a valuable lesson — we
deployed consumer-grade tablets because we felt
they were affordable and quickly began experiencing
an 80 percent failure rate. Rugged tablets seemed
expensive until we realized how much we were losing
in down-time, replacement equipment costs, office
staff overtime to get orders in manually, and IT staff
to expedite repairs and troubleshoot issues. Selecting
the perfect tablet quickly became a matter of what was
going to hold up in the field rather than how we could
make the less expensive options work. Take a good,
hard look at your use and invest in what you really
need — do not waste your time, money, or resources
on what might appear at first to be the cheap way out.

The tablet was the only way to go. The ability to take
pictures on the tablet’s rear camera vs. a standard laptop
allowed our field workers not to need an additional camera,
which saved us money. The laptop has to be placed on a
flat surface to be used in a safe manner, while tablets have
a harness designed for ergonomic use. Smartphones didn’t
allow us to interact with blueprints in a functional manner.
Evaluating cost versus value was the most challenging
aspect of our tablet selection. Consumer-based tablets are
in the $300-650 price range, and rugged tablets are well
above this amount. However, we had to look at devices
we thought wouldn’t break easily in the field and really
extend the back office to the field. We
selected rugged, Windows-based tablets
and have improved productivity
35 percent since deploying.

Stacy Morin, manager of
information systems, Great State Beverage
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Laptops/Notebooks

While the number of laptop deployments has certainly
taken a dip as tablet popularity has skyrocketed (Just with
this annual survey, 4 percent fewer respondents are using
laptops this year.), laptops are still the form factor of choice
for many mobile deployments. In fact, 33 percent of our
survey respondents are currently using laptops in the field,
with the top two factors in laptop selection being that it’s
a familiar form factor, and that they’re being deployed for

What type of mobile device is
your workforce’s primary form of
communication in the field?

applications where a high volume of data entry is required
(therefore a keyboard deemed necessary).
While laptops certainly have their place in field
mobility, it seems that the companies currently using
them are unsure of their future device path. Seventyeight percent will consider laptops again at their next
refresh, but 55 percent will also consider tablets and 31
percent handhelds.

Trend To Watch:
Rugged Vs. Consumer Devices
Rugged versus non is a big debate and,
frankly, we’re seeing companies on
either side with successful deployments.
Here’s what our survey tells us:
79 percent of respondents say some
level of ruggedness is necessary. Why?
Top 3 reasons are: can’t afford downtime,
devices are often mishandled, and techs
are operating in harsh conditions.

36%
laptops/
notebooks

Can’t Beat Laptop Usability
(At Least Not Yet)

Laptops Provide A SelfContained Work Platform

Our decision to use laptops is driven primarily by the
software needed to write estimates in the field. We’ve
tried Windows tablets, but Windows on tablets isn’t userfriendly. Laptops provide full PC-equivalent functionality.
We previously deployed vehicle-mounted, consumergrade laptops. Our failure rate was more than 20%. So
the key factor in our most recent device selection was
reducing downtime. Having devices fail on the road
means needing to have a replacement unit shipped,
hot swapped, and configured, which translates to a cost
of approximately $1,200 per day. Add the customer
irritant of having appointments broken/
rescheduled, and maximizing uptime
becomes critical. I checked today, and
the last rugged laptop that we sent in
for service was over two years ago.

We needed a device with all necessary hardware built
into it (dedicated keyboard, GPS antenna, Broadband
card, etc.) — a self-contained work platform. We’ve
looked at tablets, whose benefits lie in a more compact
model, but the lack of a dedicated keyboard has proved
to be a stumbling block more often than not.
Reliability, without a doubt, was our #1
consideration. It is a vital component of the utility
business. Our customers expect reliable service,
and the best way to deliver that is through reliable
technology. We knew that these laptops would
be used in 100°+F heat and below-freezing
temperatures, that they would be subjected to water
(both rain and spills), drops, bumps, and general
rough handling by the crews. We needed a laptop
that we could rely on to perform in those conditions.

Larry Brown, senior systems
engineer, Amica Insurance
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David Timmermann, network administrator,
Southern Maryland Electric Cooperative
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Mobile Printing

While the use of mobile printers isn’t necessary in
each and every field operation, those that leave any kind
of paper behind, such as proof of delivery or service,
invoice, ticket, etc., can experience great efficiency gains
from replacing manually created items. Companies can
even leverage the technology to speed billing cycles or
increase revenue. For instance, the Sand Springs Police
Department in Oklahoma — quoted below — increased

revenue from citations by 65 percent with the adoption of
an e-ticketing system enabled by handheld computers and
mobile printers.
While only 18 percent of our survey respondents are
currently using mobile printers in the field to experience
such benefits, another 21 percent of the 82 percent not
currently using them plan to deploy a mobile printing
solution in the coming year.

Do your mobile workers currently
use mobile printers in the field?

Trend To Watch:
Future-Proofing

18%
Yes

With the mobile landscape as rapidly
changing as it is today, it’s important
to think about your device strategy
and make sure you select a printer
that will accommodate future needs.

82%
No

What do your mobile workers
use the mobile printers for?
30%

receipt printing

40%

invoice printing

32%

proof of delivery/service

55%

printing forms

19%

other

Recommendations Key To
Mobile Printer Selection
We’re not experts in mobile technologies, so
we sought assistance. We worked closely with
the providers of our e-ticketing solution for
recommendations on mobile printers, and we did
independent research by contacting other end
users of the products to seek information not only
from their administrative offices but also from the
field personnel actually using the devices.
A tricky aspect for us was finding the best vehiclemounting option for our mobile solution. My best
advice is to plan your project from the beginning
based on operational considerations first and
budgetary second. You can always look to bring
the project to fruition in stages to accommodate
budgetary constraints, but it can be very costly to
recover from a poor operational choice.
Mike Carter, deputy chief of police,
Sand Springs Police Department
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Service Management Software
Forty-five percent of our survey respondents are currently
using some sort of field service software — up 5 percent
from our survey last year — and another 20 percent of
those not currently using an automation software in the
field plan to in 2014. The applications available are vast
and varied — point being, there’s undoubtedly a tool that

could be helping you improve your business.
According to Berg Insight, one category of service
software that’s growing rapidly is the use of smartphonebased mobile workforce management. The firm expects
the number of users in Europe and North America to reach
nearly 2.5 million by 2018 (up from .8 million in 2012).

What functionality does
that software provide?

Is your mobile workforce armed
with automation software?

service/work order management
basic scheduling

45%
Yes

routing/navigation
knowledge management

55%
No

parts & inventory management
dispatch/work order assignment
0%

The Best-Of-Breed Approach

Faced with the inefficiencies of 800 disparate solutions
across our branch network, we sought an end-to-end
solution to standardize and automate order fulfillment. We
realized that no one vendor could provide the capability
we needed, so we took a best-of-breed approach.
Best-of-breed involves substantial risk. Taking ownership
of the integration points is critical and requires a talented
team. We were initially disappointed that a single-provider
solution didn’t exist but then realized that by building a
best-of-breed solution we would achieve greater market
differentiation, take our customer service to the next
level, and make it very difficult for our competitors to
follow. A tip — if you take this approach, write the RFP
with a consortium of vendors approach. I made it clear
from the start that we were going to work as one virtual
team, and the vendors needed to be open
and cooperative toward creating the best
solution for United Rentals vs. what
was best or easiest for given vendor.
Kevin Neville,
dir. of technology and enterprise
architect, United Rentals
Field Mobility 2014
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Modular Service Management

We turned to service management for additional
tracking of our field techs and to raise our service
levels with our customers. Since deployment,
we’ve improved customer service levels and have
increased the number of calls technicians complete
each day by nearly 70 percent.
We selected a software solution that provided a
modular approach — one that we could deploy
function by function if we chose and could expand the
functionality of over time. In selecting our provider,
we looked for a company that continues to invest in its
own product so that we know support will be available
and the solution will evolve with the market demands.
Software deployments are always challenging —
my best advice is to first clearly outline your project
goals and requirements. Then, appoint an
experienced project manager who you
feel can aggressively drive the project
through completion.
David D. Douglas,
sr. dir., service management,
Scientific Games
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Trend To Watch:
Cloud-Based Solutions
Twenty-five
percent
of
our survey respondents are
using a cloud-based
solution.
0
10
20
30
40
And, 56 percent more are
considering a cloud-based
solution for 2014. Looking
outside of field service
software, the trend toward
the cloud is overwhelming —
a survey by Venture Partners,
GlassHouse Technologies, and
GigaOM Research quotes 75
percent of their respondents
as using some form of cloud
computing. The #1 reason our
respondents picked cloudbased? Faster deployment.

Trend To Watch:
Leveraging Solutions
For Customer Impact

We used to hear all
about deploying service
management software to
improve productivity and
reduce costs. That is changing.
Today’s companies focus on
using the tools available to
improve customer service
and drive revenue. Why?
Well, according to Aberdeen
Group, top pressures for
improving customer service
are increasing competition
(54 percent), lower customer
spending (46 percent), and
lower
product
margins
(39 percent).
Field Mobility 2014
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What features/capabilities were most
important in your software selection?
ability to work untethered

50

security
ability to integrate with
back-office systems

0%

100%

Smartphone-Based Workforce
Management Strategy
We rolled out smartphone-based workforce
management to better predict customer demand with
field resources, to ultimately enhance the customer
experience. We wanted to dynamically schedule
resources to reduce downtime and reinvest that labor
to serve more customers, support future company
growth, and provide visibility to field management.
Our #1 criterion for software selection was forecasting
ability — it had to be able to forecast our business (which
schedules work in four-hour windows) reliably. If two
applications provided similar forecasting capability, we
looked at the ability to provide access to key functions
on a smartphone for our workforce.
We brought in a partner to help us determine which
providers were truly able to deliver our requirements, and
I’d suggest that. If you don’t want to engage a partner,
it’s important to check references with vendor finalists
and ask them questions that can help validate that the
tool will work as they say it will. Lastly, ask them to use
your data in the area you are most interested
in. When we had a clear tie between our
two finalists, we provided Safelite data to
each vendor and put them in a head-tohead challenge in forecasting.
Renee Cacchillo,VP of service
delivery, Safelite AutoGlass
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Fleet Management
The adoption of fleet management solutions is happening
at a rapid pace. Thirty percent of our audience is currently
using fleet management — up 4 percent from last year’s
survey — and another 14 percent plan to deploy a solution
in 2014. A recent report from Berg Insight illustrates the
growth of fleet management usage, too — the firm states
that the number of fleet management systems deployed in
commercial vehicle fleets in North America is expected to

Does your company currently use
a fleet management solution?

reach 6.8 million by 2017 (up from 3.3 million in Q4 2012).
Survey respondents leveraging fleet management
say they deployed the solution to 1) improve driver
safety/reduce liability, 2) increase driver productivity,
and 3) reduce overall operating expenses. Their #1
feature sought in a solution? Ease of use, followed
closely by the ability to customize and the ability to
integrate with other applications.

Trend To Watch: SaaS
According to ABI Research, the total
number of SaaS-based subscriber
fleet telematics units will reach 16.8
million by 2018 (from 1.06 million
at the end of 2012). The SaaS model
enables companies to experience
the benefits of fleet management
without a large up-front investment
or significant internal IT support.

30%
Yes
70%
No

Tips For Fleet
Management Success

Web-Based Fleet Management
Good Fit For Small Company

With fleet management, we’ve been able to save
$2 million per year. But we encountered some
challenges in getting there. Here’s my advice for
companies evaluating fleet management solutions:
l Do your homework on the systems that make your
“final cut”
l Talk with other companies that have been through
this process
l Get all departments that will have contact with the
system “on board” from the start
l Ensure that the solutions provider lives up to all of
its commitments
l Use internal or external professional
services to deploy your solution if
possible

We determined we needed fleet management
when we received information that our delivery
trucks were not always where they were supposed
to be. We wanted to increase efficiency, reduce
fuel costs, and prolong the useful life of each
vehicle.
We were able to decrease the wear and tear
on our vehicles, increase the productivity to the
tune of one hour per driver per day, improve
driver safety, and increase the capacity of each
truck for additional deliveries, producing
additional topline revenue without additional
cost. We’re a small company, so we chose a Webbased solution. I felt it was a prudent business
expenditure, and we have certainly experienced
a return on investment.

Mark Leuenberger, assistant
VP of supply chain and fleet,
Cox Enterprises
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James Clancy,
president, Avita Coffee & Provision
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Wireless Connectivity

To experience the full benefits of field mobility, it’s crucial
to have your field workers communicating in real time.
Seventy-two percent of our survey respondents are doing
just that — but 72 percent of those communicating in realtime are experiencing issues with cellular connectivity.
This is particularly problematic for the 29 percent
of survey respondents who say their field crews’

ability to communicate in real-time is crucial to their
getting the job done. Another 66 percent say that
the communication isn’t crucial but very important —
connectivity issues really slow down the field workers
and impact productivity. Luckily, wireless networks
continue to improve, and there are solutions available to
help with issues in the meantime.

Do you have trouble
with wireless connectivity?

Do your mobile workers communicate
with the back office in real-time?

28%
No

28%
No

72%
Yes

72%
Yes

Overcoming Wireless
Connectivity Challenges

Trend To Watch:
Signal Boosters
In February of this year, the
FCC approved the use of
signal boosters to extend
the range of wireless signals.
Beginning March 2014,
signal boosters sold in the
U.S. must comply with FCC
specs. All U.S. carriers have
agreed to approve boosters
for use that meet the FCC
specs. This could be good
news for the 72 percent of
you having connectivity
challenges.
Field Mobility 2014
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When we first deployed our automated dispatch
solution, we experienced a lot of challenges due to
poor cellular coverage in the rural areas where our
company’s trucks operate — we only had about 35
percent coverage. We were unable to accurately
keep track of our trucks and drivers, and getting
important information to a driver was hit-or-miss.
Electronic tickets would sometimes come through
missing something, or the ticket info would not
come through at all.
We deployed cellular signal boosters, which
have improved the signal two- or threefold. We
now have 80 percent coverage or better. We’ve
since augmented the systems with roof-mounted
antennas. Even in areas where there was no signal
before, we have a data connection for those drivers.

Field Technologies magazine

Milo Mell,
technical support manager, LT Enterprises
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You never know

where the job
will take You.
Our reliable mObile printers
can print practically
anywhere yOu have tO be.

Not everybody goes to work in a
chopper, or with sirens screaming.

Print wirelessly from iOS®-based devices with the
PocketJet® 673◆ and RuggedJet™ mobile printers

But a lot of people who do rely on Brother™ mobile printing solutions to
print the documents they need, wherever they are, from their PCs, tablets or
smartphones.
Our fast, full-page PocketJet® mobile thermal printers have been proven
reliable from the frigid cold of Alaska, to the scorching heat of Arizona. Our
versatile RuggedJet™ mobile thermal 4” document and label printers are
IP54-certified to withstand dust and moisture and feature 6’ drop protection.

Legendary PocketJet® reliability and fast printing in a model
designed exclusively for use with Apple iOS® devices◆.

Models in both lines can be configured to print from PCs, or iOS® and
Android™ devices◆, and with available mounting and power options* can
be adapted to almost any vehicle – from choppers to motorcycles.

Fast, tough, versatile 4” receipt and label
printer with built-in Wi-Fi® interface.

Maybe you don’t face extreme conditions and situations every day. Still, it’s
always smart to be prepared. So be prepared to print practically anywhere,
in virtually all kinds of conditions, with PocketJet® and RuggedJet™ mobile
thermal printers.
Fast, reliable mobile printers meet the demands of workforces on the go!
•
•
•
•

Route and Delivery
Pest Management
Home Healthcare
Public Safety

• Field Sales and
Service
• Warehouse
• Retail

Learn more today at:

www.brothermobilesolutions.com
BROTHER MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC.
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* Additional purchase required.
◆
Requires download of a software developer kit available at: http://www.brother.com/product/dev/index.htm
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